Management Team Profiles
Kelvin Ko – Founder & Managing Director

Della Yu – Research Director

Kelvin Ko, Founder and Managing
Director of Verity Consulting Limited,
is dedicated in leading the team
to provide superior service to
worldwide clients through strong
technical and managerial experience
and a high level of professional and
ethical conduct.
Kelvin has extensive experience in the investigation field
with more than 19 years in practice. Prior to founding
Verity, he was the co-founder and CEO of another
Hong Kong investigation firm, provided service to
clients in a various sectors. He was responsible for the
overall company management such as business unit
operations, strategic planning, and human capital
development.
Kelvin gained experience in leading the commercial
investigation department as the Director in Kroll and Fact
Finders Ltd. Moreover, he began his investigation career
at the Royal Hong Kong Police Force. Kelvin also holds
an Executive Master Degree in Business Administration
from the Chinese University of Hong Kong.

Della Yu is one of the founding
members of Verity. She heads the
research department with focus on
comprehensive case research such as
due diligence, background and asset
checks, pre-employment screening,
and intellectual property matters,
predominately in Asia. She is
proficient in gathering, analyzing, and evaluating complex
data in English and Chinese.
Prior to Verity, Della served as an Associate Consultant
at a Hong Kong strategic consulting company to
generate quantitative and qualitative industrial analysis,
research market and investment trends as well as
opportunities in China. She also gained global
exposure as a Fund Accountant at a reputable US
financial service company in Boston, Massachusetts and
in Hong Kong.
Della holds a Master of Arts degree in International
Business and Management from University of
Westminster in London and Bachelor of Science degree in
General Management from Boston College in US.

Jacky Ng – Operations Director

Arthur Tang – Consultant

Jacky Ng is one of the founding
members of Verity. A surveillance
specialist with more than 19
years of investigation experience, he
is Verity’s Operations Director who
manages the covert surveillance
cases. Under his supervision, a team
of more than 20 investigators
routinely conducts surveillance operations in respect of
insurance, commercial, and matrimonial matters, as well
as other complex business investigations.

Arthur Tang, Specialist in Digital and
Computer Forensics Investigation,
leads the technological investigation
for Verity. With his professional
expertise in retrieving and analyzing
digital evidence, valuable information
are collected and adhere to proper
legal procedures. The various digital
and computer forensic cases he manages include
fraudulent, internal theft, bribery, matrimonial and
internal employee checks.

Prior to Verity, Jacky gained vast experience in the
investigative field while he served at Kroll and Fact
Finders Ltd., where he acquired practical expertise in
conducting field investigation. With sound knowledge
of technical equipments, video recording and editing,
and advanced investigation methodologies, his abilities
have proven valuable to various investigation projects.

Previously, Arthur served as an Assistant Professor at
University of Central Florida and The University of
Hong Kong. He is a Certified Computer Information
Forensics Investigator (CIFI) by International Information
and Communication Technology Council, and holds a
Ph.D. in Computer Science and Engineering from
Michigan State University.

Verity Consulting Limited is a Hong Kong based corporate investigation consultancy. Verity is
dedicated to serve corporations by providing investigative solutions to prevent and mitigate risks,
with a focus and networks operating around Hong Kong, Greater China and the Asia Pacific region.
For enquiry, please call (852) 2581 9696

Email: info@verity.com.hk

Website: www.verity.com.hk

